Many people get confused on the jews, and this is because they have made people highly confused. This is for the jews to save themselves from the crimes they have done.

The jews are not White, European, Asian, Black, Arab, or anything else. They are basically just jews.

As Rabbi Laitman stated, the jews are an infiltrator within all races, taking the 'appearance' of the race they are trying to hijack, while on the inner part, they remain jewish. They do not look like the pure race, but they look "quite a bit LIKE them" and can easily be mistaken for their own.

The kikes know this, and they let it slip that they are "White", or "Black" or whatever suits them at the moment, in their defense. Jews are a far eastern tribe that came from the lowest castes of Indian society, though. They were like the gypsies of India, and lower than that.

They are an alien species that were created by evil extraterrestrials to destroy all other Gentiles on the planet. This is definitely where this race began their advance, stealing basic knowledge from Hindu Gentiles and moving onward to steal even more from others. The Torah is a rip-off of the Rig Veda in more than one way.

These may look 'black' or 'hindu' but they are a distinct, jewish race by themselves.


In that way, by lying that they are "White", "Black" or even "Asian", their enemies will get the beating for what they have done. But don't jews like Drake and Lil Wayne claim they are black, too? Bruno Mars is also a kike, too, by blood and everything else. They may 'look' like Blacks, but they are jews.

The same thing happens with many jews who 'look' White but they are just... JEWS.
Obama was black, but only in how he appeared. He was Jewish in reality.

Below, these people are "Asian Jews". They are basically racially Jewish...
This is because Jews are a distinct race that has the Cohen Gene. This is documented by Jews. If you do not have this, you cannot enter Israel or be considered an actual Jew.

This Black skinned person below is a Jew. He is also a rabbi. He has the Cohen gene.

Now, take a look on the pic below. Many people call these "White" because they are confused. These people are totally Jewish, 100%. People just don't see it because they focus on skin only.
Your mother has to also be racially Jewish, while those who don't have a Jewish mother, are still considered Jews racially, but like a second grade of a Jew. The "MOTHER MUST BE JEWISH" applies to the Jews who are to practice in the priestly caste. Others who are from their father, are considered equally Jewish. They are just not fit for the priestly caste. So they do other things instead such as infiltrate countries, take them over, and other such operations.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Y-chromosomal_Aaron


All these Jews, black, white, yellow, red, or green, or whatever. They are ALWAYS just JEWS.

They are one accursed tribe that exists like a parasite within all other tribes, but maintains unity amongst everyone.

This is how they were able to rule the whole planet and remain unseen. This is
high level, racial infiltration.

Lastly, the jews are very obvious to people who can discern their features. They have some core features like the ones you can see in this picture below. The Nazis rounded the jews up for the reason they can always be told from the native population in one way or another. They didn't do this because they were "White"... But because they were Jews, the JEWISH race: